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* This list is non-exhaustive and only reflects a range of investments that will facilitate discussion on the topics.

Product Innovation
■ Cultured/ Lab grown meat

■ Cultured/ Lab grown 

ingredients

■ Customized health

■ Customized 

recommendations

Technology
■ Automation, Tech, AI

■ Gamification

■ Metaverse

■ NFT (Non-Fungible Tokens)

Social & Sustainability
■ Vertical farming

■ Renewable energy

■ Reduced Plastic

■ Low Waste/ Low Carbon 

footprint

■ Diversity, Equality, and 

Inclusion (DE&I)

■ Regenerative Agriculture

Retail Transformation
■ Rapid delivery

■ Staffless stores

■ Direct to Consumer

■ Auto subscription

Overall likelihood of these investments eventuating, based on the enablers and barriers facing them

Consumer sentiment Competitive advantageWeight of investmentSocial Movement Governance Scalability Readiness

Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry

Niche MainstreamSegment

Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry

Short term Long termMedium term

The big bets shaping the future of consumer goods and retail
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Consumer sentiment is just one factor in assessing feasibility
Barriers and Enablers framework

Very unlikely Unlikely Neither Likely Highly likely1 2 3 4 5

Consumer sentiment How open are consumers to buying when available to them?

Social movement Is it aligned to a broader social cause that will find Favor and support in the future? A social need?

Governance Could we see legislation, policy, taxes, incentives, restrictions and requirements play a part?

Weight of investment Does the amount of investment and types of companies investing make it more plausible? Or is it niche, 
small investment from peripheral players?

Scalability Can it be replicated and rolled out easily?

Readiness Is the offering ready for market? Tech? Quality? Efficiency? Are there any other barriers to entry?

Competitive advantage Does it have a clear advantage over existing alternatives?
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Auto Subscription

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

Subscription models may be suffering from initial models that failed to meet customer expectations and caught the attention of regulators 
and was prominent in social discord. There are examples of regulators producing legislation to protect consumer rights from being "locked 
in" to unfair subscriptions that renewed automatically or sent too much product than was needed. Industry players see huge upside to 
making a purchase decision automatic and avoiding competition and are therefore investing but creating trust is a must.

Auto subscriptions are a 
concept that has had the 
most resistance in terms of 
consumer sentiment. 
Experts believe that some 
of this may be associated 
with programs that "lock 
in" consumers to using 
amounts of product that is 
too much before the next 
automatic delivery is 
scheduled.

The automatic delivery of 
groceries and products for 
at risk consumers like 
ageing citizens has been 
positioned as a social good 
by companies. The 
historical presence of 
unscrupulous behaviour 
will also counterbalance 
the conversations.

Most markets have 
legislation for automatic 
subscriptions that protect 
the consumer from things 
like automatic roll over or 
lengthy lock in times. 
Although this is ultimately 
a good thing it speaks to 
the fact that this has been 
an issue and comes with 
potential baggage.

The technology platforms 
are readily available and 
although self-owned 
delivery systems are 
expensive, many providers 
are partnering with third 
parties.

There are hundreds of 
services and models that 
are currently available. The 
offerings vary from 
customized and 
encompassing household 
services to periodic 
replacements of single 
items and everything in 
between.

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
Investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive
advantage

Some of the biggest 
retailers and 
manufacturers in the world 
have been building 
subscription and delivery 
capabilities so the focus on 
it is fairly strong.

2 3 3 4 5 4 4

Locking consumers into 
long term relationships is a 
big advantage and not only 
locks out competition 
enables relationship 
building and loyalty. The 
benefit to consumers is 
time saving and 
convenience.

3.6 Medium 
term

Segment
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Automation, Tech, AI

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

The initial investment required for physical automation in areas like warehousing and distribution differs to digital tools. It is the former that 
may be better in navigating rising inflation and creating efficiencies in logistics and distribution. It will be difficult for smaller companies to 
scale automation and viewpoints represented that maintain AI – automation and tech investments will lead to job losses could be a 
significant headwind. The potential that big retailers will use automation to create significant advantages is very real within the next 5 years.

57% of global respondents 
are open to buying 
products from companies 
who employ these 
technologies. This may be a 
difficult question for 
respondents to fully 
understand as some of 
these technologies would 
be in the back end of 
operations and not highly 
visible. 

Questions and suspicion 
still remain when 
discussions focus on 
automation. On one hand 
the ability to remove 
elements of bias toward 
race, gender etc is touted, 
on the other questions are 
raised about job loss and 
wage compression. 

The general view on 
government support and 
structure for automation, 
tech investment and areas 
like AI is favorable. There 
are numerous initiatives, 
grants and incentives to 
encourage what is 
accepted to be a boost to 
efficiency and productivity.

Digital scalability is 
accessible and cost 
effective while investments 
that address supply chain, 
distribution and 
manufacturing are 
available for significant 
initial outlays. These are 
expected to decrease 
enabling greater access 
but has the potential to 
give an advantage to those 
companies that are able to 
implement.

Digital automation of 
consumer interaction 
appears to be easily 
accessible and ready. The 
physical automation of 
areas like warehousing and 
distribution is also available 
but comes with a major 
initial investment.

Reducing long term costs 
and freeing up humans for 
more value-added tasks 
and roles will be one 
advantage. Mitigation from 
disruption and potential 
wins in areas like food 
safety and hygiene is also 
expected.

4.0

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
Investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive
advantage

Confidence is high that 
investment in automation 
in areas like supply chain, 
warehousing, 
manufacturing and digital 
engagement will 
continue. The WEF report 
on the future of work 
shows positivity from CEO's 
toward investment.

4 3 4 5 3 4 5

Short term

Mainstream
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Cultured/ Lab Grown Ingredients

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

Likely, and potentially with less stigma than Cultured meat, the fortunes of lab ingredients is hitched to the environmental credentials and 
governance that is likely to change the equation than the present barriers to more favourable. Cultured/ Lab grown ingredients has the 
potential to impact certain markets, categories and segments of consumers in the mid-term in the opinion of this assessment.

Sentiment toward 
Cultured/ Lab Grown 
Ingredients is slightly more 
positive than lab grown 
meat but still presents a 
sizeable headwind to 
overcome. There may be 
some cultural 
opportunities to show 
success in markets that are 
open to Cultured/ Lab 
grown ingredients like 
India.

Synthetic or lab-based 
ingredients like palm oil 
could stop deforestation. 
The benefits such as food 
security, poverty reduction, 
sustainability are very 
prominent social issues, 
and the very high 
visibility of supportive 
narratives are likely to be a 
positive influence.

Products like lab made 
milk alternatives have 
already been granted 
government approvals in 
markets like USA because 
they are made using 
“precision fermentation” 
instead of more innovative 
sciences that require 
greater investigation and 
testing.

The cost of production is 
still positioned as high 
compared to traditional 
ingredients but with 
further investment and 
development as well as 
potential incentives vs 
carbon heavy alternatives –
this is likely to reduce over 
time. There is a view that 
the initial investments will 
be recuperated very 
quickly especially in 
ingredients that are already 
expensive in their natural 
state.

There are  products that 
are on or about to go on 
retail shelves in 2022 in 
mature markets like 
Canada and the U.S but are 
likely to be very niche for 
the first few years of 
market presence. A cow 
free milk is anticipated to 
go on sale in the U.S 
manufactured by 
manipulating whey protein 
is the first of its kind from 
Microflora.

The advantages of lab 
grown in terms of 
environmental, carbon 
reductions etc will provide 
long term benefits and 
potentially the expertise 
and capabilities may be 
used to create alternatives 
for ingredients that could 
be scarce or expensive to 
grow in the future like 
coffee beans and palm oil.

3.6

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
Investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive
advantage

There is heavy investment 
coming for Cultured/ Lab 
grown ingredients, but it 
appears it does not require 
as much as Cultured meat 
and certainly there are not 
as many examples of 
funding or announced 
investments.

2 4 4 4 3 3 5

Medium 
term

Niche
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Cultured/ Lab Grown Meat

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

Likely in the longer term; however, has PR and marketing obstacles with consumers to overcome. A focus on the social good, sustainability 
credentials would need to be accompanied by price leadership and initial experience/quality for success. A long lead time and challenges to 
scale also present headwinds. The positive governance and weight of investment may have disproportionate influence, but this assessment 
views Cultured meat as only having a significant impact in the long-term time horizon.

Consumer openness is 
quite low but the % of 
consumers that indicate 
they would not buy shows 
polarized sentiment and 
represents a big PR & 
marketing barrier to 
overcome.

Societal needs and benefits 
from lab grown meat 
include Food security, 
mitigation of food safety 
and disease control, 
massive sustainability wins, 
cheap food for at risk 
communities. There are 
also groups advocating 
against synthetic 
meat/GMO but are often 
connected to the meat 
industry. There are a range 
of celebrities and 
prominent businesspeople 
who seem to have a 
greater voice in 
communicating the 
benefits in social dialogue.

Governments have been 
very supportive with 
grants, investments and 
programs to advance the 
development of synthetic 
or cultures meat 
alternatives.

The cost of Cultured meat 
is currently very high and 
although there is 
confidence this will come 
down in time it could be a 
long time until this 
approach is easily scalable. 
There are also views 
present that expertise gaps 
will slow the roll out of 
successful models.

There are varying 
viewpoints as to when the 
product would be ready to 
meet consumer 
expectations and needs 
but the majority of views 
seen in this research 
indicates it is years away 
from being “shelf ready” 
and widely offered. 
Singapore has approved 
cultivated chicken for sale 
but has only been used for 
promotional purposes and 
the view of this study is 
that it will not have a 
significant impact on CPG 
sales within the next 3 
years.

The competitive 
advantages are all future 
based but are expected to 
be : Cheaper cost ; Higher 
food safety & disease 
resistant ; Sustainability 
credentials ; Food security. 
Although these are yet to 
be fulfilled advantages, 
they are potentially 
disruptive.

3.0

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
Investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive
advantage

Billions of dollars are 
flowing into this sector by 
reputable companies and 
investors  to get a piece of 
what has been projected to 
be $30B a year industry by 
2030. Investors like Bill 
Gates and Richard Branson 
have also bought a lot of 
attention and credibility to 
the sector.

1 4 4 5 2 1 4

Long term

Niche
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Customized Health

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

The high prices of many customized health products may initially slow adoption but balanced by the long list of the biggest retailers seeking 
to catch a slice of this pie. Positive governance and consumer sentiment may lead to some transformative change. 

Increasing health 
challenges associated with 
obesity, disease and ageing 
to name just a few, has 
made health and wellness 
and rising priority for 
consumers. Thirteen % of 
respondents in the NIQ 
survey were resistant to 
trying products designed 
for customized health so 
there is an element of 
pessimism. The hesitation 
may be that consumers 
sometimes do not want to 
share private data.

Obesity, diabetes, and a 
range of growing health 
challenges will be aided by 
customized health 
investments and the 
realization of better health 
options. Health and 
wellness advocates and 
interest groups are some of 
the most visible and this 
guarantees it will be a 
visible and important 
element of our social 
currents. Questions around 
privacy still represent a 
healthy debate.

Governments all over the 
world have realized the 
huge cost that unhealthy 
products are causing 
health systems. Health and 
wellness products are likely 
to find favourable enablers 
such as tax, incentives and 
regulation that encourages 
reformulation, innovation 
and increased 
opportunities There are 
examples such as Estonia 
where governments are 
embarking on targeted 
health initiatives .

The bio testing can be 
unexpensive when done at 
scale but many of the early 
solutions and products can 
be very costly. Retailers and 
manufacturers are likely to 
integrate technology as a 
key enabler of broad 
reaching solutions .

Some of the largest 
retailers in the world are 
expanding their H&W 
footprint and offerings and 
are experimenting with 
customized offerings. 
Nordstrom and Walmart 
now carry kits that analyse 
personal biodata. This is 
fairly basic customized 
health solutions however 
based on gut bacteria and 
the more advanced 
solutions based on DNA 
testing are less readily 
available on the consumer 
market.

Consumers have signalled 
they will pay a premium for 
elevated H&W so this 
unique selling point will 
enjoy advantages with 
growing groups of 
consumers. The growing 
group of aged consumers 
globally will be looking for 
more mainstream options 
to living healthier lives.

3.4

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
Investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive
advantage

The level of investment has 
accelerated as more 
players try to get a slice of a 
consumer market valued 
over 1.5 Trillion dollars. As 
industries like finance, 
insurance, aged care and 
technology continue to 
intersect, the investment 
will continue to flow.

3 3 4 4 3 3 4

Long term

Segment
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Customized Recommendations

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

The abuse of personal data casts a long shadow and is reflected in consumers hesitancy as well as ongoing dialogue in government and 
social discord. The huge benefits to a company to access, scale and deliver customized and personalized interactions and relationships is a 
big prize but will only be accessed by overcoming these opposing currents.

Consumers are weary of 
handing over their personal 
data and in fact 19% 
globally are not interested . 
This resistance to  
exchange their data for 
customized offerings 
indicates that 
organizations seeking to 
leverage this approach 
faces a hurdle in 
establishing and 
maintaining consumer 
trust.

Recent breaches of 
personal data use by some 
of the the biggest 
companies  in the world 
has highlighted the 
negative side of personal 
data. There is a very loud 
argument against 
companies using personal 
data.

Governments and 
legislators are being very 
cautious as the dangers of 
companies mistreating 
personal data continues as 
highly visible dialogue in 
the media. In the long-
term this is likely to be 
beneficial to adoption it is 
also able to slow the rate at 
which this business model 
is employed.

The technology is available 
and relative cost makes 
this model more likely to 
roll out and scale. The 
access to personal data is 
the component that is then 
required

The ability to customize 
consumer offerings by data 
is already here and being 
used to different extents. 
Examples in streaming 
services, banking and 
financial services are just a 
few areas that can be 
replicated. 

A recent Mckinsey study 
found that companies that 
engage in personalised 
data driven campaigns 
generate 40% more 
revenue than average 
players.

3.4

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
Investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive
advantage

Investments from major 
retailers  in personalized e-
commerce lists, APPS, 
loyalty programs, 
communications lead this 
analysis to believe the 
amount and type of 
investment will be a 
positive factor.

2 2 2 3 5 5 5

Short term

Mainstream
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Direct to Consumer

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

Direct to consumer offering may be a way for manufacturers to take some power back in their relationships with retailers and also develop 
meaningful relationships with consumers. There are signs that manufacturers will aggressively chase this models where they can as is 
evidenced by the amount of investment and focus it is receiving.

The pandemic has made 
consumers more 
comfortable not only with 
E-commerce but also with 
direct-to-consumer 
models. Only 7% of 
respondents said they are 
not interested in this form 
of purchase model.

This analysis found few 
examples of DTC lobbying 
or interest groups. One 
POV we may hear more of 
is the ability of DTC 
business models enabling 
small businesses compete 
with large companies.

A handful; of studies and 
statements has indicated 
that policy makers believe 
DTC models will ultimately 
benefit consumers with 
more competition, options 
and better prices.

DTC models are very 
scalable because of the 
technology element is cost 
effective and the 
ecosystem of delivery 
partners allows companies 
to clip on the distribution 
element without owning..

Direct to consumer sales 
already have a lot of 
momentum and successful 
models to copy. There is 
also a range of companies 
that have been successful 
now that the eco-system 
has expanded technology 
and delivery capabilities.

For manufacturers, one of 
the advantages is wrestling 
some power back from 
retailers and allowing 
direct engagements and 
communications with 
consumers. This enables 
brand building and loyalty 
with elevated margins.

4.0

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
Investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive
advantage

Some manufacturers like 
Nike have highlighted 
ambitious plans to have 
30% of sales DTC by 2024. 
There will be varying 
objectives but investment 
into e-com & direct 
capabilities are flowing. 
inter connection of 
technologies like 
metaverse/ VR where 
shoppers can interact with 
brands without need for 
physical presence.

4 3 3 5 5 4 4

Short term

Segment
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Diversity, Equality, and Inclusion (DE&I)

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

The investment for DE&I is to embrace a set of values rather than a physical attribute or product so the scalability and readiness can be 
immediate. The opportunity to quickly align with something that is important to consumers and has positive regulatory and social barriers 
highlights that focus in this space will have a big impact in coming years.

Recent focus has bought 
the importance of DE&I to 
the fore. A global 
conversation about the role 
our business community 
has to play has been 
central to 
recommendations to 
improve. According to the 
NIQ future pulse survey, 
there is little resistance to 
brands and businesses that 
embed these values into 
the way they operate.

DE&I has been widely used 
as campaign promises in 
recent times and in 
combination with various 
coalitions and interest 
groups, the view of this 
research is that these 
organizations will keep this 
topic on the social agenda 
moving forward. 

There are few governments 
or governing bodies that 
would question the 
importance of DE&I, yet the 
governance seems to be 
softer mechanics such as 
published strategies, 
policies and reporting 
requirements that are 
more guidelines than 
mandates. A few examples 
of action required are e.g., 
maternity leave; equal pay; 
transparency in hiring; 
quotas in parliament, 
boards, etc.

DE&I may be better scaled 
by adopting practices, 
policies and objectives into 
businesses rather than rely 
on tech or standard 
investments required to 
scale. It is an approach and 
an inherent guide and 
therefore the company 
value is highly scalable with 
the right culture.

There are already business 
models, approaches and 
playbooks to leverage that 
are seen as best practice. 
Although, there will be 
more improvement found 
in coming years, these are 
ready to replicate. 

The ability to attract the 
best talent to companies 
that have ingrained DE&I 
cultures is a major 
competitive advantage.

3.9

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
Investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive
advantage

Organizations are investing 
in DE&I with money but 
also with focus and priority 
as they lay out the types of 
companies they will be 
moving forward. It appears 
that outside of the biggest 
global players, there is not 
a wide spread of 
investment,

5 5 4 2 3 4 4

Short term

Segment
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Gamification

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

Gamification has already made an impact in Asia and has the ability to be scaled and rolled out quickly. Consumers have little resistance, and 
the only unknowns might be social resistance to gamification that might be seen more like gambling. Regulators have called out in some 
markets that they need to do more to protect consumers.

People enjoy games and 
this is reflected in the 
openness to using when 
available at 45%. . The 
awareness of gaming is low 
in many regions and 
therefore will encounter 
lower uptake when 
introduced.

Gamification for causes 
that are socially positive 
such as recycling, health 
and learning are expected 
to be integrated into 
companies CSR programs.

The wide applicability of 
gamification to education, 
finance, shopping, fitness 
and so on means that 
policy makers will need to 
regulate. So far, the key 
concern is that the gaming 
element may lead to 
people becoming more 
focused on "the game" vs 
the related area like 
spending.

Gamification platforms are 
able to scale easily. 
Developers and 
programmers can offer 
solutions for relatively small 
amounts and smaller 
companies can and do 
generate their own 
platforms.

Examples of successful and 
ready to duplicate 
gamification plays include 
Starbucks, Samsung, Nike, 
Nissan, Starite and many 
more. The technology is 
ready to roll out. The 
penetration across markets 
may be very different.

Gamification enables rich 
consumer engagement 
and brand building. It also 
generates consumer data 
and touchpoints that have 
become vital to ongoing 
customization and 
interaction. 

3.6

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
Investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive
advantage

Retailers, manufacturers, 
brands and a very wide 
range of industries 
continue to focus and 
invest in these capabilities. 
The costs are relatively low, 
so programs do not need 
huge amounts to start.

3 3 3 4 4 4 4

Long term

Niche
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Lower Waste / Low Carbon footprint

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

The general consensus is that companies reducing footprint in terms of waste and carbon is inevitable and as regulation increases so will the 
need for organizations to comply. The time horizon is the biggest negative in the opinion of this review as most companies seem to be 
gearing up rather than taking immediate action as investment and capability continues to be a challenge.

Any movement or effort to 
reduce environmental 
impact has received 
positive support from 
respondents in the latest 
NIQ survey. Globally, only 
5% of respondents said 
they were not interested in 
buying or supporting 
products or companies 
that integrate these efforts 
into their business models.

The communication of this 
cause to reduce waste and 
footprint appears more 
visible. Organizations like 
the OECD, WEF and other 
coalitions are focused and 
developing action plans 
and recommendations.

The emergence of policy 
and governance that 
encourages the reduction 
of food waste is in its 
infancy but has been 
introduced in California. 
There are also numerous 
government frameworks 
advancing that will require 
companies and industries 
to adhere to carbon 
reporting and reduction.

There are varying views, 
but the NIQ assessment is 
that real scalable solutions 
are still in development 
and will require a 
breakthrough in tech or 
science or a major shift in 
current behaviour for 
meaningful scale and 
impact to be made in next 
3 years.

Various studies and reports 
align in the view that waste 
reduction and footprint 
reduction are longer term 
plays that require 
increased focus and 
investment. The ability to 
measure, track and 
mitigate carbon footprint is 
seen as a longer-term 
reality instead of an 
immediate option.

Examples of financial and 
productivity wins through 
waste reduction indicate 
that there will be 
competitive advantage s in 
the long-term for 
businesses that can find 
solutions.

3.9

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
Investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive
advantage

Most large multinationals 
have strategies to reduce 
or manage waste and 
footprint and the growth of 
managed funds that find 
and invest in companies 
that drive these initiatives 
are accelerating these 
plans.

5 5 5 4 3 2 3

Medium 
term

Mainstream
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Metaverse

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

An assessment of the likely impact of the metaverse in the CPG eco-system focuses on the huge potential to disrupt and the unknown twists 
and turns that are likely to come up as it develops. The weight of investment flooding in from the most serious players shows the scalable 
potential of it yet questions on how aspects like copyright law or illegal activity is regulated in the digital universe raises questions that may 
create some complexity.

With 54% of respondents 
willing to try the Metaverse 
and experience what it has 
to offer, the 22% who say 
they are not interested 
shows the polarizing 
nature of the platform. 
Potentially this has to do 
with limited knowledge 
but presents companies 
with a headwind they need 
to address. Lack of 
awareness is also the 
biggest hurdle to 
overcome.

Opposing arguments are 
well underway as to the 
social good of the 
metaverse. Access to 
education, environmental 
benefits, communication 
are weighed against 
isolation, profiteering and 
abuse. There is uncertainty 
here.

The Metaverse has been 
described as a new frontier 
and with it comes the 
uncertainty of new 
interactions. Questions 
abound about trademarks, 
law, fraud, guarantees and 
other real-world challenges 
that are complicated by 
the flexibility of a non-
physical world.

One of the key 
components of the 
metaverse is that it is 
incredibly scalable. One 
offering with almost infinite 
access that can be 
customized. A metaverse 
platform is hypothetically 
universally accessible.

Even vested interests like 
Mark Zuckerberg signal 
that meaningful adoption 
of the metaverse is years 
away. However, the 
evolution of the internet 
toward virtual worlds 
should be viewed as such, a 
progression that is 
underway already.

For companies, the 
benefits are deep 
engagement at a highly 
scalable level. Retailing or 
commerce in the 
metaverse will be highly 
efficient and cost effective 
while allowing access to 
anyone who is inclined to 
explore the Metaverse

3.9

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
Investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive
advantage

Bloomberg have called the 
Metaverse an 800 Billion 
market by 2024 and the 
rush of serious brands, 
manufacturers, artists etc 
to be early movers 
suggests there will be a 
momentum created.

3 3 3 5 5 3 5

Long term

Niche
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NFT (Non-Fungible Tokens)

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

Non fungible tokens or unique digital assets probably suffer from misunderstanding and low awareness, yet they certainly make up for it in 
buzz. Like the Metaverse the ability to disrupt e-commerce is immense yet some consumer resistance and questions around the broad 
application and adoption to CPG and consumers does lower the expectation that this bet will create huge waves in CPG in the next 36 
months.

53% of respondents 
indicate they are open to 
using NFTs or digital assets 
when they are available to 
them. The polarizing 
element of this new 
concept is clear however 
when you consider that 
14% indicate they are not 
interested. This resistance 
will be a key area to resolve 
for the wide adoption of 
NFTs.

NFTs have sizeable energy 
requirements and have a 
footprint that is overlooked 
when first described. Again, 
there are differing 
viewpoints on where the 
pros and cons net out, but 
this can be viewed as a 
slight headwind.

Policy makers and 
legislators have been 
running to catch up with 
NFTs and the surrounding 
eco-system. The ability for 
the tech to be used in 
criminal activities or to 
avoid regulation will 
translate to governments 
increasingly trying to 
intervene. This could be a 
headwind but less so for 
companies keeping it to 
simple digital assets.

The digital component of 
NFTs means the physical 
resources should be low 
but the infrastructure and 
expertise can be costly. The 
views of expertise is that 
this is highly scalable.

NFT technology and 
expertise is developing 
rapidly and seems able to 
keep pace with increasing 
demand as more 
companies, individuals and 
investors add this to their 
forward-looking strategies. 
Recent announcements 
that NFTs will take a small 
step into platforms like 
Instagram, twitter etc show 
a quick evolution.

NFTs have the opportunity 
to differentiate offerings in 
a world that is increasingly 
digital. They tap directly 
into an emerging group of 
digital natives & may 
broadcast a brands 
credibility as current and 
progressive. 

3.6

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
Investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive
advantage

As quickly as new start-ups 
announce funding rounds 
for NFT capabilities, there 
are established companies 
and brands commit to 
using them as part of their 
engagement strategies.

3 2 2 5 5 4 4

Long term

Niche
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Rapid Delivery

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

At first glance, rapid or express delivery seems to be a homerun. It has exploded over the last few years and the pandemic has certainly 
helped that growth. However, a few repercussions of huge volumes of deliveries and trips are emerging as potential barriers as local 
governments question the congestion and other disruption and environmental groups challenge the long-term impacts of the practice. 
Finding solutions for these two areas will be vital for this big bet to sustain its impressive trajectory.

Opinions that rapid delivery 
services have grown in 
popularity due to the 
pandemic and working 
from home holds some 
weight and is reinforced by 
consumer acceptance 
when 55% of consumers 
open to trying from 
companies with this 
service.

There are interest groups 
that are growing 
increasingly vocal about 
the environmental and 
wage implications of these 
business models and 
questions pertaining to the 
reality of these models if 
required to be green and 
minimum wage adherent 
are valid. Questions around 
the necessity of instant 
gratification and 
consumerism are being 
questioned in social 
dialogue.

A growing list of 
governments that have 
started talking about 
minimum wage for delivery 
and gig workers  is a 
serious headwind that 
changes the calculations 
for companies investing in 
rapid delivery business 
models.

The tech and equipment of 
rapid delivery is very 
scalable but the human 
component which 
currently is the delivery 
drivers and bikers may 
become more expensive 
and therefore reduce the 
scalability. Questions 
remain about wages, 
sustainability, automated 
delivery. Companies that 
have the back end 
operational warehousing & 
distribution will have clear 
advantages. Additionally, 
the future incorporation of 
drones and robotics will 
strengthen this capability.

Rapid delivery or express 
delivery are dependent on 
effective tech platforms 
and a ready delivery force. 
In most conversations with 
our global experts these 
are both readily available 
and the only question mark 
is about wages and cost.

The undeniable 
convenience and instant 
gratification is hugely 
appealing to consumers. 
The question is, will this 
type of delivery have a 
stigma attached to it if they 
do not resolve 
repercussions like 
sustainability, equality? Will 
it become margin realistic?

3.4

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
Investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive
advantage

Major players with big 
investments are the 
takeaways from the NIQ 
assessment . The 
momentum from 
pandemic growth will not 
falter for lack of investment 
or capability from 
businesses involved.

4 2 2 4 4 4 4

Short term

Segment
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Reduced Plastic

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

The examples of initiatives all over the world in reduced plastic and recycling is incredibly compelling. As some of the most visible companies 
in the world distance themselves from this issue there will be no excuses for businesses that have not done the same. If companies have not 
done so by choice in the next few years, they are likely to be forced through legislation to divest.

There is only 4% of 
respondents that said they 
are not interested in 
buying products, or from 
businesses that integrate 
less plastic or recycled 
plastic into their business 
operations. As the impact 
of plastic becomes more 
visible in nature and on 
wildlife around the world, 
this sentiment is expected 
to strengthen.

There are numerous 
organizations like the 
plastic pollution coalition 
that are uniting to 
coordinate businesses, 
organizations and 
individual toward positive 
plastic reduction.

From legislation that bans 
plastic shopping bags to 
government grants to 
recycle plastic into building 
new roads, there are ample 
examples that 
demonstrate that political 
will is increasing in this 
area.

Experts believe that 
methods to remove plastic 
from value chains and also 
replace with sustainable 
alternatives are readily 
available and just need the 
commitment from 
governments and 
companies.

There has been a 
noticeable increase in the 
number of companies and 
brands that have launched 
products that are made 
from or use recycled 
plastic. There have also 
been plastic 
less alternatives released 
in most markets. These 
options are currently ready 
and available.

The consumer preference 
for plastic free or recycled 
materials is so strong that it 
has become a powerful 
marketing tool and can be 
a driver of purchasing 
decisions.

5.0

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
Investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive
advantage

The OECD estimates that 
an international approach 
to improving waste 
reduction would require at 
least 25 Billion Euro a year. 
With this issue expected to 
worsen and companies 
committing to solve it, 
investment will increase. 
Commitments from 
retailers are forcing the 
hand of some of 
their partners and 
increases the money 
invested.

5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Short term

Mainstream
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Regenerative Agriculture

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

Large amounts of initial investment and little competitive advantage to agricultural products from other sources are the two factors that 
have question marks for this big bet. The sustainable element and the amounts that companies are investing in it to create green business 
models suggest that companies are aware of the long-term requirements and benefits  of changing their value chains to be sustainable.

Inputs to products and 
companies that have 
sustainable credentials will 
face very little consumer 
resistance as protection of 
the environment is top of 
mind. One additional but 
peripheral example that 
points to favourable green 
consumer sentiment is the 
growing popularity of eco-
tourism and regenerative 
tourism.

There are numerous action 
groups and coalitions that 
are lobbying and 
organizing for regenerative 
agriculture to be part of 
broader environmental and 
sustainability pushes.

Government authorities 
have announced funding in 
many markets including in 
the U.S where 1 Billion 
dollars of eco-friendly 
agriculture  funds are on 
offer.

Regenerative agriculture 
involves large amounts of 
investment but what 
experts are quick to point 
out is that an initial 
investment will have 
increasing returns and 
make more sense as 
environmental impact 
requirements increase in 
coming years.

Regenerative agriculture 
knowledge systems and 
approaches are readily 
available and successful 
models can be replicated.

The competitive advantage 
is expected to be the 
increasing importance of 
sustainable resources and 
therefore business models. 
Growing physical 
challenges  due to climate 
change may be mitigated 
by regenerative 
techniques.

4.0

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
Investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive
advantage

Sources have claimed that 
99 countries pumped 320 
Billion of investment into 
the sector in 2019 alone 
while some of the biggest 
food and beverage 
companies in the world 
have invested large 
amounts.

5 5 4 5 2 4 3

Medium 
term

Segment
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Renewable Energy

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

Renewable energy makes more sense in an ecosystem in the years ahead where governance, consumer sentiment and social good makes
environmental and sustainability a must. It will be used in everything from manufacturing to distribution (green fleets) and will create 
competitive advantages over those businesses that lag behind on this front. As companies look ahead to tightened regulation and seek to 
"green" their organizations, renewable energy will be a straightforward lever they can pull.

Products leveraging 
renewable energy in their 
production or companies 
committing to renewable 
energy holds no resistance 
to consumers.

Commitments toward 
renewable energy have 
been made and will 
accelerate in line with 
required environmental 
action. The groups calling 
on accelerated behaviour 
seem to be effective in 
continuing momentum.

Grants for innovations in 
clean energy like the EU's 
1.5-Billion-euro 
fund highlight there will 
be favourable conditions 
for renewables in all 
sectors.

As technology is refined 
and becomes more cost 
effective, the cost of 
traditional sources are 
growing. Renewables are 
becoming increasingly 
accessible and logical. 
Emerging markets are also 
benefitting from adopting 
the latest options and able 
to bypass stages that are 
not as efficient. The time 
required to not only add on 
renewable capability but 
also detangle from 
traditional sources is a 
negative.

There are numerous 
examples of 
manufacturers, suppliers 
and retailers using 
renewable energy. This 
represents models that are 
ready to replicate.

The longer-term 
advantages will include 
lower costs, less tax and 
advantageous carbon 
credits as well as positive 
sustainability credentials.

4.7
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Market commentators  
have predicted that current 
energy demands will 
accelerate the amount of 
investment and 
timeframes – Trillions 
already earmarked.

5 5 5 5 4 4 5

Short term

Mainstream
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Staffless Stores

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

It is assumed that as retailers continue to refine their models, they will become scalable and find cost efficiencies  to make them tangible, 
however the initial investment and inability to roll out quickly could make this a slow burn that slowly changes the retail landscape rather 
than create a big splash in the coming 36 months.

The idea of staffless stores 
is something that more 
and more consumers will 
need to think about in 
coming years as they pop 
up in more markets around 
the globe. Based on the 
NIQ Futurepulse survey, 
respondents are not averse 
to using them, however 
14% say they are not 
interested which 
represents a perception 
hurdle to jump. There will 
however be consumers 
who prefer customer 
experience.

There are two sides to the 
argument that leads this 
assessment into grey areas. 
One side claims 
automation will free up 
humans for more skilled 
roles vs claims it will rob 
some of jobs, hours and 
wages.

The ability for staffless
stores to service low 
populated areas as 
demonstrated in rural 
Sweden , should mean that 
governing bodies both 
national and regional will 
look favourably on the 
model.

Amazon is now selling its 
staff less store technology 
to other retailers so the 
access to the business 
model is available. The 
previous experiments that 
were ended in some 
markets does raise 
questions about cost 
effectiveness vs 
investment, but the 
continued testing suggests 
retailers see potential.

Although most retailers are 
still "trialling" their staff less 
concepts, the technology 
and models are ready to go 
and can be seen in markets 
all around the world.

The reduction of longer-
term fixed costs is one 
advantage but the major 
attribute touted is that 
shoppers enjoy the ability 
to simply walk out with 
products. The convenience, 
time saving, and unique 
experience is expected to 
be a draw card.

3.4
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It is difficult to gain a clear 
understanding of 
investment amounts, but 
most global / regional 
retailers are investing and 
experimenting with staff 
less stores. It is unclear 
whether these investments 
are to innovate and build 
capability for other uses as 
progress has historically 
been very slow.

4 3 3 4 2 4 4

Long term

Segment
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Vertical Farming

Source: NielsenIQ Leading Edge Report
Likelihood scores have been assigned from 1 to 5, where 1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely
Likely size of impact in revolutionizing the CPG industry – niche, segment, mainstream.
Time horizon to see these investments areas having significant impact on the CPG industry – short, medium, or long term

With the converging factors of climate change, energy challenges, food security and consumer sentiment, vertical farming appears to have 
less barriers to overcome and is endorsed as an elegant solution to a pressing issue. This big bet has the potential to be a meaningful factor in 
the coming years. 

Consumers have little 
resistance to the idea of 
consuming fruit and 
vegetables from Vertical 
farming as seen in 
our survey.

Regions like the Middle 
East have cited food 
security as one of the key 
motivators to invest and 
realize benefits from 
vertical farming . 
Accelerating challenges 
from climate change, 
extreme weather events 
and geopolitical disruption 
will boost the benefits of 
local supply.

In a long-term drive to get 
to net zero agriculture, 
governments all around 
the world are giving grants 
and incentives to propel 
development and progress. 
There will be groups and 
markets that have groups 
of farmers and 
agriculturalists will drive a 
counter balanced 
argument, however.

With companies 
specialized in supplying 
urban farm systems and 
experts calling out the total 
efficiencies that make the 
approach cost effective, 
scalability is favourable. If, 
as anticipated, distribution, 
transport costs become 
more expensive than this is 
where the ongoing cost 
savings become significant. 
The counter to this is that 
urban farming is best 
suited to salads and 
vegetables and the heavy 
crops, wheats and grains 
may require different 
infrastructure & tech.

There are examples of 
products from vertical 
farming already on retail 
shelves, and a number of 
retailers that are starting to 
integrate urban farm 
displays and capabilities 
into store formats for lite 
products like salads and 
tomatoes. The transition to 
heavy agricultural outputs 
like wheats, grains etc will 
take longer transition.

In a future environment  
where carbon credits, 
energy, food miles and 
other sustainability 
credentials will be 
important, this business 
model has competitive 
advantages to current 
options.

4.0
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Billions of dollars in 
investment from some of 
the world's leading 
businesspeople 
and largest retailers lends 
huge credibility and 
confidence.

5 4 4 5 3 3 4

Medium 
term

Segment
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How likely will this big bet create significant change in Global CPG in the next 3 years?

Consumer 
sentiment

Social 
movement

Governance Weight of 
investment

Scalability Readiness Competitive 
advantage

Overall 
assessment

Reduced plastic 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5.0
Renewable energy 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 4.7
Automation, Tech, AI 4 3 4 5 3 4 5 4.0
Direct to consumer 4 3 3 5 5 4 4 4.0
Regenerative agriculture 5 5 4 5 2 4 3 4.0
Vertical farming 5 4 4 5 3 3 4 4.0
DE&I 5 5 4 2 3 4 4 3.9
Metaverse 3 3 3 5 5 3 5 3.9
Low waste/ carbon footprint 5 5 5 4 3 2 3 3.9
Auto subscription 2 3 3 4 5 4 4 3.6
Gamification 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 3.6
Cultured ingredients 2 4 4 4 3 3 5 3.6
NFT 3 2 2 5 5 4 4 3.6
Custom recommendations 2 2 2 3 5 5 5 3.4
Rapid delivery 4 2 2 4 4 4 4 3.4
Customized health 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 3.4
Staffless stores 4 3 3 4 2 4 4 3.4
Cultured meat 1 4 4 5 2 1 4 3.0
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Can you afford NOT to invest in 
the future of CPG?

Ask yourself
1. Where are the signals of change occurring at pace that will 

mandate change that may be unavoidable in the longer 
term eg reduced plastics, renewable energy, DE&I?

2. What are the competitive advantages of being a pioneer or 
leader of industry change vs a follower?

3. Which investments have a better fit with my current 
portfolio compared to the vision of my future portfolio?

4. Does our corporate strategy have a longer-term plan? Is my 
company looking at our business and the impact these 
longer-term bets may have?

5. What processes do we have in place to consider other 
industry disrupters that will change the CPG industry of 
the future?

24
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About NielsenIQ
Arthur C. Nielsen, who founded Nielsen in 1923, is the original name in consumer 
intelligence. After decades of helping companies look to the future, we are setting 
the foundation for our future by becoming NielsenIQ. We continue to be the 
undisputed industry leaders as evidenced by our experience and unmatched 
integrity. As we move forward, we are focused on providing the best retail and 
consumer data platform, enabling better innovation, faster delivery, and bolder 
decision-making. We are unwavering in our commitment to these ideals and 
passionate about helping clients achieve success. For more information, visit: 
niq.com
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For more insights:
niq.com/global/en/insights/

For more on this report:
Leading Edge Online Report

http://niq.com
https://nielseniq.com/global/en/insights/
https://nielseniq.com/global/en/landing-page/the-leading-edge/?utm_source=microsoft&utm_campaign=Thought-Leadership&utm_medium=document/presentation&utm_content=Global_TLE-Downloaded-Report
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Report scope and methodology

26

About this report: The analysis in this report serves as a forward-focused view into what’s ahead for the future of the CPG and 
retail sectors. The 'leading edge' is where first movers are investing, testing, and betting on the next big ideas. In this analysis, 
we explore 18 popular transformative ideas that the industry is investing in, today. 

Methodology:
§ Desk based research leverages 3rd party reporting and at times data points that NIQ has not had the ability to verify. 

§ The survey responses are directional in nature and may have weaknesses in data due to:
1. Respondents being asked about concepts that they may have not interacted with (e.g: emerging technologies).
2. Respondents being asked about their potential behavior of a future concept and not reflect on their actual behavior 

today.
3. The results being more prone to over claiming due the previous two points or a different understanding of the concept 

outlined.
4. Demographic skews of respondents from the survey being targeted towards online, urban and over 18 years old 

respondents. 
5. The study’s focus on the results of those who indicate they are aware and understand new technologies - treating this 

subset as early adopters.

§ Responses should be approached as directional given the potential for consumers to change their mind as some of the 
concepts, technologies and products become a reality in their marketplace
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Glossary of terms and definitions

Auto subscription: Auto subscription where products / subscription fee to be redeemed for products/services are delivered on regular basis 
without you reordering each time. While there are advantages of convenience; loyalty discounts, disadvantages can include quality issues or over 
supply; penalty clauses. Link

Automation/Technology/Artificial Intelligence: Companies using automation, technology or artificial intelligence – e.g. chat bots; robots; 
automated manufacturing/processes usually to create business efficiencies; minimise costs; reduce risk in production; supply chains and labour 
capacity. There have been many examples in recent years with the acceleration of e-commerce where increased automation, technology and 
artificial intelligence is enabling rapid change. Link

Cultured/Lab grown meat: Cultured meat (made from animal cell cultivation but without killing of livestock) It is produced using tissue 
engineering techniques traditionally used in regenerative medicines. Cultured meat may have the potential to address substantial global 
problems of the environmental impact of meat production, animal welfare, food security and human health. Link

Cultured/Lab grown ingredients: Cultured/Lab grown ingredients usually made from plant cell cultures (eg alternatives for 
chocolate/coffee)While many of these ingredients are already plant based - disease, deforestation, continued child-labor issues, disrupted supply 
chains in vulnerable areas and unpredictable yields could drive the need for alternatives. Link

Customized Health: Ingredients or meals tailored specifically to your DNA & individual health needs to manage immediate challenges like weight
loss or food sensitivities, or programs also address long term personal goals relating to healthy ageing and lifestyle. Often associated with 
personalised nutrition; but also relevant in personal care; health and beauty to tailor products to individualised needs. Link

Customized Recommendations: From companies/stores that use your personal data (provided by you or your purchase history) to suggest 
personalised offers or recommendations. It has been described as the process of providing every shopper with a unique journey across every single 
touchpoint and channel, based on historical data and real-time shopper intent, powered by customer and product Intelligence. The ultimate goal 
of personalization in retail is to make shoppers feel unique, special, and emotionally connected, to improve their shopping experience. Link

Direct to consumer: Purchase direct from a specific manufacturer website. Direct to consumer is when a brand sells their product to the end user.
In the past, brands often distributed products only through retail partners. For example, a maker of tennis rackets sold them through a sporting 
goods store – now with the ease and popularity of e-commerce, consumers can buy products directly from brand’s website. Often these types of 
brands do not have a physical store presence. Link

https://financialwellnesscenter.northwest.bank/money-management/spending/article/do-grocery-delivery-subscriptions-make-sense
https://www.grocerydive.com/spons/5-benefits-of-automating-grocery-retail-operations/617850/
https://www.freethink.com/series/hard-reset/lab-grown-chicken
https://www.freethink.com/science/lab-grown-chocolate
https://nutritionaustralia.org/division/nsw/personalised-nutrition-what-is-it-and-does-it-really-work/
https://vue.ai/blog/vuecommerce/retail-personalization-in-2021/
https://www.shopify.com.au/blog/what-is-direct-to-consumer
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Glossary of terms and definitions

Diversity, Equality, and Inclusion: Companies that support DE&I – e.g. in workforce, advertising; community programs. DE&I goals ranged from 
increasing the number of multicultural products on shelves, innovation to meet people of all needs; people depicted in advertising, executive 
positions on boards and new hires/promotions. Link

Gamification: Playing online games within a retailer / company app that may give access to special benefits or prizes. It is used to aid brand 
awareness, drive customer loyalty and engagement, increase sales, and everything in between. Gamification is not only a digital technique — many 
brands still use physical gamification elements to great effect. But it’s now easier than ever for brands to include gamification and gamified 
elements as part of their offering to customers. Link

Renewable energy: Companies that support and mainly use renewable energy. There are many examples where companies are promising net 
zero 100% renewable energy commitments. This may be from their own internal operations (solar panels on store/factory rooves/infrastructure; 
sourcing from clean energy farms; switching to 100% electric vehicle fleets/transport/machinery. Link

Reduced plastic: Companies that support reduced plastic/reusable/recycled packaging. Examples in action range from leveraging 100% recycled 
plastic; reusable packaging; new sustainable packaging materials; or refill stations. Link

Lower waste/carbon footprint: Companies that are actively trying to lower waste/carbon footprint. It covers a wide range of investments and tools 
from applications and platforms that seek to minimize food expiration and waste to large scale carbon capture and offset programs. Specific 
carbon footprint labelling can help consumers in their decision making process. Link (food waste) Link (carbon footprint).

Metaverse: The metaverse - having a digital identity/ avatar and interacting with companies / products in a digital world. The metaverse is a 
futuristic-sounding concept that mostly exists today in online gaming. Platforms such as Roblox and Epic’s Fortnite offer a “synchronous and live” 
virtual reality (VR) environment that enables players to meet (as avatars) and play the game or simply watch experiences together in real time. But 
it is more than just gaming. It’s also a growing platform for consumer trade. Link

NFT: NFT (non fungible tokens) unique digital assets that can be bought, traded or earnt connected to brands you follow. NFTs, or non-fungible 
tokens, are unique digital assets — often works of art, game characters and other creative products — that are recorded on a blockchain, or 
persistent digital ledger. Think of them as digital collectibles. NFTs provide the foundation for a multifaceted digital consumer connection. Link

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/retail/our%20insights/the%20diversity%20imperative%20in%20retail/the-diversity-imperative-in-retail-final.pdf?shouldIndex=false
https://www.talon.one/blog/9-excellent-examples-gamification-retail
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/03/20/us/solar-power-on-big-box-store-rooftops-climate/index.html
https://liveinloop.com.au/
https://www.unilever.com.au/news/2022/plastic-pollution-is-fixable-but-the-world-needs-a-plan/
https://www.theconsumergoodsforum.com/press_releases/worlds-leading-brands-and-retailers-join-forces-to-tackle-plastic-waste-challenge-through-packaging-and-policy-commitments/
https://www.theconsumergoodsforum.com/blog/2021/07/19/food-waste-lets-talk-about-solutions/
https://www.theconsumergoodsforum.com/blog/2021/10/21/isnt-it-time-you-put-your-best-foot-forward-by-choosing-the-best-known-footprint/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2022/01/19/how-will-the-metaverse-impact-businesses-in-the-consumer-goods-sector/?sh=5e7691d4f2ae
https://www.analyticssteps.com/blogs/how-nft-revolutionizing-retail-industry
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Glossary of terms and definitions

Rapid delivery: Companies that promise delivery within 1 hour or less. Delivery apps are teaming up with grocers to ferry goods to doorsteps in as 
little as 10 minutes by relying on a network of warehouses, or dark stores, that carry a limited number of items for a smaller delivery radius. These 
delivery start-ups make money by charging grocers a commission of anywhere between 5 and 15 per cent on each order made through their apps. 
This is on top of the service fees, delivery fees, and price mark-ups that consumers pay. Link

Regenerative agriculture: Products/ produce using regenerative agriculture/ farming methods (ie responsible / sustainable use of natural 
environments in farming). Regenerative agriculture is a conservation and rehabilitation approach to food and farming systems. It focuses on 
topsoil regeneration, increasing biodiversity, improving the water cycle, enhancing the ecosystem. As soil health improves, input requirements may 
decrease, and crop yields may increase as soils are more resilient against extreme weather and harbor fewer pests and pathogens. Link

Staffless stores: Staffless, staff free or “Unmanned” stores (with no cashier) that charge automatically when leaving store. The staff free store is a 
cashier-less store that is equipped with machine automation, IoT, facial recognition, and other sensors that monitor shoppers where the shopper 
can pick up an item from physical shelves, walk out the door with it, and then be automatically charged for it. Link

Vertical farming: Local produce grown with new technologies eg vertical farming, city warehouses; rooftop gardens. It is the practice of growing 
crops in vertically stacked layers. It often incorporates controlled-environment agriculture, which aims to optimize plant growth, and soilless 
farming techniques such as hydroponics, aquaponics, and aeroponics. Some common choices of structures to house vertical farming systems 
include buildings, shipping containers, tunnels. The main advantage of utilizing vertical farming technologies is the increased crop yield that 
comes with a smaller unit area of land requirement and fewer crops are lost to extreme or unexpected weather occurrences. Link

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2022/03/18/will-rapid-grocery-delivery-have-to-slow-down-to-survive/?sh=328b86121496
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conservation_biology
https://www.nestle.com/media/pressreleases/allpressreleases/support-transition-regenerative-food-system
https://youtu.be/NrmMk1Myrxc
https://verticalfarmingplanet.com/vertical-farming-technology-how-does-it-work/

